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1. ROUTING ALGORITHM AND WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT

A. Wavelength assignment algorithm

Algorithm S1. WAV_ASS_ALGO

1: procedure WAV_ASS_ALGO(tra f f ic_matrix, row_arr, col_arr, assignment_matrix,)
2: result variable of the parent class
3: if r thenesult != empty List
4: return
5: for i in range(len(traffic_matrix)) do . len(traffic_matrix) = N
6: for j in range(len(len(traffic_matrix[0])) do . len(traffic_matrix[0]) = N
7: if traffic_matrix[i][j] > 0 then
8: prev_traffic_matrixij = traffic_matrix[i][j]
9: wav_list = list(set(row_arr[i]).intersection(set(col_arr[j])))

10: if len(wav_list) == 0 then
11: return
12: else
13: for wav in wav_list do
14: traffic_matrix[i][j]-=1
15: row_arr[i].remove(wav)
16: col_arr[j].remove(wav)
17: assignment_matrix[i][j].append(wav)
18: WAV_ASS_ALGO(tra f f ic_matrix, row_arr, col_arr, assignment_matrix)
19: if result != [] then return
20: assignment_matrix[i][j].remove(wav)
21: row_arr[i].append(wav)
22: col_arr[j].append(wav)
23: traffic_matrix[i][j]+=1
24: assert that there is only wavelength per row and one per column in assignment matrix
25: return

B. Routing algorithm for Benes switch
example inputs N = 4, inports [1,2,3,4] and outports = [2,3,1,4]
example output for 2x2 = [0] or [1]
example output for 4x4 = [[0,0], [[0],[0]], [0,0]]
example output for 8x8 = [[0,0,0,0], [[[0,0],[[0],[0]],[0,0]], [[1,1],[[1],[1]],[1,1]]], [0,0,0,0]]



Algorithm S2. GET_BENES_ASSIGNMENT

1: procedure GET_BENES_ASSIGNMENT(N, input_array, expected_out_array)
2: if len(input_array) == 2 then
3: if (input_array == expected_out_array).all() then
4: return
5: else
6: return
7: lst = list of combinations of 0 and 1 for the 2 × 2 switch states
8: for comb1 in lst do
9: for i in range(len(comb1)) do

10: if comb1[i] == 1 then
11: input_array[2i], input_array[2i+1] = input_array[2i+1], input_array[2i]
12: concatenate even and odd elements of input_array
13: for comb2 in lst do
14: for i in range(len(comb2)) do
15: if comb2[i]==1 then
16: expected_out_array[2i], expected_out_array[2i+1] =
17: expected_out_array[2i+1], expected_out_array[2i]
18: concatenate even and odd elements of expected_out_array
19: if set(input_array[:N//2]) == (expected_out_array[:N//2]) and
20: set(input_array[N//2:]) == set(expected_out_array[N//2:]) then
21: assignment_top = GET_BENES_ASSIGNMENT(N, input_array[:N//2],
22: expected_out_array[:N//2])
23: assignment_bottom = GET_BENES_ASSIGNMENT(N, input_array[N//2:],
24: expected_out_array[N//2:])
25: return [comb1, [assignment_top, assignment_bottom, comb2]

2. MISC

A. Optical Interposer
An optical interposer has edge or grating couplers for coupling light in and out of flip chip
bonded dies and can route electrical and optical connections [1, 2].

B. Device fabrication
Measurements on second order MRR with 26 nm FSR are reported in the letter. The MRR
have both thermo-optic and electro-optic tuning. The devices are fabricated in silicon photonics
foundry with 220 nm thickness. The process has one silicon layer, one nitride layer on top of the
oxide above silicon. Details of the process are reported in [3]. Device measurements are given in
the letter and further information is not available as the devices were a part of foundry Process
Design Kit (PDK). Gen A and Gen B correspond to two different fabrication runs and the devices
were similar as they had similar measured specifications like FSR, FWHM, heater resistance,
tuning efficiency etc.

C. Worst case paths for MSCS and HBCS
Worst case path losses for both MSCS and HBCS are for all to all traffic patterns.

D. Scattering matrix simulation
We use scattering matrices for ring resonators, waveguide crossings, MZI switches to build Benes
and crossbar switches. For the crossbar switch we propagate the power from top row to the
bottom most row from left to right. For the crossbar switch the inputs are on the left and outputs
are at the bottom of the matrix. For Benes switch, we propagate the CW light from input to
outputs. In the Benes switch scattering matrix simulation we neglect the effect of waveguide
crossings. Benes switch is built recursively of smaller switches and we use recursion to propagate
the signal through the switch. Broadband MZI switch used in the simulation is reported in [4].
For first order rings k1,k2 are the coupling coefficients at the waveguide couplers and for second
order rings it is between waveguide couplers and two rings.
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